The conceptualization of domains depicted in videos is a necessary, but not sufficient requirement for reasoning-based high-level scene interpretation, which requires the formal representation of the timeline structure, the moving regions of interest, and video production standards, facilities, and procedures as well. Multimedia ontologies, including the very few video ontologies, however, are not exhaustive in terms of concept coverage, redefine terms against Semantic Web best practices, are not aligned with standards, and do not define complex roles and role interdependencies. Because most multimedia ontologies implement only a minimal subset of the mathematical constructors of OWL, and define a TBox and an ABox, but not an RBox, they do not support complex inferencing. This paper describes a formally grounded core reference ontology for video representation, which addresses many of these issues and limitations.
ontologies that contain terminological and assertional axioms alone. More advanced formalisms, such as role boxes and rules, are also needed for this purpose (Sikos, 2016a) , which enable video content understanding and improve the quality of structured annotations of concepts and predicates (Jaimes, Tseng, & Smith, 2003) . The represented video concepts can be curated by natural language processing algorithms while preserving provenance data, thereby assisting to achieve knowledge base consistency (Dasiopoulou, Heinecke, Saathoff, & Strintzis, 2007) .
Similar to ontologies of other domains, such as the 3D Modeling Ontology 2 in the 3D modeling domain (Sikos, 2016c) , many of the RDFS and OWL ontologies used for video annotations were translated from XSD-based industry standards. Some of the prime examples are MPEG-7, MPEG-21, and TV-Anytime. In contrast to ontologies of other knowledge domains, however, video ontologies need not only a large number of concepts in a taxonomical structure, but also concepts, roles, and rules for spatiotemporal annotation to be used for describing video events (Sikos, 2017a) , which are characterized by complexity, multiple interpretations, and ambiguity (D'Odorico & Bennett, 2013) . But even so, several formalisms are mentioned in the literature for describing video events, particularly those in constrained videos, such as medical videos, news videos, and sports videos (see, for example, Ballan, Bertini, Del Bimbo, & Serra, 2010) . These have promising results in video classification, surveillance, medical training, real-time activity monitoring, automated subtitle generation, content-based video indexing, and intelligent video analytics.
Rationale
The quality of the conceptualization and the formal description of relations between concepts, predicates, and individuals determine the feasibility and efficiency of ontological reasoning (Hitzler, Krötzsch, & Rudolph, 2009 ). However, the correlations between video properties, which could be exploited in video annotation and classification, are not defined in any ontology. Moreover, despite the known benefits of multimedia reasoning in video classification, scene interpretation, and content-based video retrieval, most multimedia ontologies lack the constructors necessary for expressing axioms upon which complex inference tasks could be performed (Sikos & Powers, 2015) . To address the reasoning limitations of previous multimedia ontologies, the Video Ontology (VidOnt) 3 has been introduced, with the namespace http://purl.org/ontology/ video/, which defines fundamental video production concepts, video characteristics, and spatiotemporal segments, and the relationship between them, aligned with standard concept definitions. This is the very first video ontology that exploits the entire range of mathematical constructors of OWL 2 DL, rather than a small subset of constructors available in OWL DL. Ontology-based reasoning is not feasible without expressive constructors (Sikos, 2017d) , most of which are not implemented in multimedia ontologies other than the Video Ontology. For example, the Visual Descriptor Ontology, which was published as an 'ontology for multimedia reasoning' (Simou, Tzouvaras, Avrithis, Stamou, & Kollias, 2005) , has in fact a rather limited reasoning potential, because it is based on the constructors of the basic description logic ALH. The video terms defined by multimedia vocabularies and ontologies are very much isolated, and their relationships are not defined formally. Based on the explicit statements about the vague terminology of video production and classification provided by previous multimedia ontologies, reasoning services cannot infer high-level semantics, only statements about consistency and satisfiability. None of the previous video ontologies was designed with formal grounding and high enough expressivity to capture complex relationships between concepts and roles. In fact, the video terminology of previous ontologies is limited to either low-level multimedia descriptors, most of which do not convey information about the video content, or basic classification schemata for Hollywood movies, which may indicate the nature of the video content, but not the actual meaning of the content. To address these issues, the Video Ontology 1. provides a comprehensive coverage of videography concepts by a) defining core concepts not defined in any other video or multimedia ontology, b) adding taxonomical structure to standard and de facto standard terminology (see Figure 1 ), c) defining concept relations across standard vocabularies and ontologies; 2. defines domains, ranges, and datatypes for video properties, which inherently add rich semantics about concept specificity, role applicability, and permissible values for roles, as opposed to vocabularies that declare terms with just some or none of these; 3. captures fundamental correlations and rules for reasoning over video metadata; 4. integrates the RCC8 Region Connection Calculus (Randell, Cui, & Cohn, 1992 ) and Allen's relations (Allen, 1983 ) for spatiotemporal knowledge representation.
As a result, the Video Ontology is suitable for the knowledge representation and annotation of video characteristics as well as high-level semantics, upon which multimedia reasoning and Linked Open Data (LOD) interlinking can be performed. The Video Ontology was designed to act as a mediator between upper ontologies, domain ontologies, and application ontologies used for the semantic enrichment of videos, automated scene interpretation, and video understanding.
Formal grounding
OWL (2) DL ontologies are implementations of general DLs that are decidable fragments of first-order logic (FOL) (Sikos, 2015) , as opposed to spatial, temporal, and fuzzy DLs, many of which implement formalisms beyond FOL and are not decidable.
The data model of the Video Ontology has been formalized in the very expressive but decidable SROIQ Using the atomic concepts in compound statements, complex concept expressions can be formed. The SROIQ description logic supports a wide range of concept expression constructors, including concept assertion, conjunction, disjunction, complement, top concept, bottom concept, role restrictions (existential and universal restrictions), number restrictions (at-least and at-most restrictions), local reflexivity, and nominals, formally
where C represents concepts, R represents roles, and n is a nonnegative integer.
In SROIQ, properties and relationships can be described not only with atomic roles, but also with inverse roles and the universal role.
Axioms
Using the previous sets, logical statements can be expressed as axioms. The description logic axioms of the Video Ontology have been implemented in OWL 2, based on the transparent translation between DL and OWL, as demonstrated in Table 1 .
In contrast to previous video ontologies, the Video Ontology utilizes not only terminological and assertional axioms, but also role box axioms. As you will see, constructors not used in previously released multimedia ontologies, in particular those typical to role box axioms, are in fact very important, because they significantly extend the application potential of the ontology in video data integration, knowledge management, and ontologybased automated reasoning.
TBox axioms
The concepts and roles of the Video Ontology have been defined in a hierarchy that incorporates de facto standard structured definitions. The Video Ontology captures the terminological knowledge of video authoring and video timeline structure by defining the relationships of classes and properties as subclass axioms and subproperty axioms, and class unions, intersections, and equivalence. For example, TBox axioms in the Video Ontology express that keyframes are frames and that movie scenes are equivalent to cinematic scenes (see Table 2 ).
Similar to other OWL ontologies, the terms of the Video Ontology can be deployed in fully featured knowledge representations in any RDF serialization, such as Turtle and RDF/XML, and as lightweight markup annotations in RDFa, JSON-LD, and HTML5 Microdata (Sikos, 2011) .
The Video Ontology exploits that conditional statements can be expressed as disjunction (Whitehead & Russell, 1925) , as the truth table of 'IF p THEN q' and 'NOT p OR q' are identical, i.e.,
This approach made it possible to formally define core video production knowledge without Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) rules, such as by stating the following:
. if a disc release is a Blu-Ray release, the video mode is either 720p, 1080i, or 1080p;
. if a disc release is an Ultra HD Blu-ray disc release, it uses the 2160p video mode;
. if the video mode of a video is 2160p, the frame height is 2160 pixels or less (depending on the aspect ratio of the video). 4 
ABox axioms
The Video Ontology defines individuals and their relationships as a finite collection of concept assertion axioms of the form C(a), role assertion axioms of the form R(a,b), negated role assertions of the form ¬R(a,b), equality statements of the form a ≈ b, and inequality statements of the form a ≉ b, where a, b ∈ N I individual names, C ∈ C represents concept expressions, and R ∈ R represents role expressions, as demonstrated in Table 3 .
RBox axioms Most multimedia ontologies described in the literature correspond to formalisms in which the knowledge base is defined as the combination of a TBox and an ABox (Sikos, 2017b) . RBox axioms are supported in very expressive DLs only, such as SROIQ, to collect all statements related to roles and the interdependencies between roles, including a role hierarchy, a finite collection of generalized role assertion axioms of the form R ⊑ S, role equivalence axioms of the form R ≡ S, complex role inclusions of the form R 1 • … • R n ⊑ S, asymmetric role declarations of the form Asymmetric(R), reflexive role declarations of the form Reflexive(R), irreflexive role declarations of the form Irreflexive(R), and disjoint role declarations of the form Disjoint(R, S), where R, R i , and S represent roles, and transitivity axioms of the form R + ⊑ R, where R + is a set of transitive roles. These axioms are vital for video scene interpretation and video understanding, because they can capture rich semantics about the complex properties and relationships of video contents. Some examples are shown in Table 4 .
Increasing expressivity
While SROIQ (D) , the description logic behind OWL 2 DL is very expressive, it is not adequate for spatiotemporal annotation and the formal description of video events. Although there are spatial and temporal DLs that are suitable for describing spatial relations between regions of interest (ROI), timepoints, and time intervals, most of them utilize constructors that cannot be implemented in OWL 2 DL, and many of them are not decidable (Sikos, 2018a) . Therefore, they were not implemented in the Video Ontology. Instead, ontologies such as the OWL-Time Ontology, 5 the SWRL Temporal Ontology, 6 and the 4D-Fluent Ontology (Welty & Fikes, 2006) , and-even though standard OWL 2 DL was preferred-languages, such as tOWL (Milea, Frasincar, & Kaymak, 2012) and SOWL (Batsakis & Petrakis, 2011) have been analysed to find the best possible balance between expressivity and reasoning complexity. You see, the DL expressivity of the SWRL Temporal Ontology is just ALF (D) , and the expressivity of OWL-Time is SROIN (D) , so they are both decidable. Using the experiences from these ontologies, spatial and temporal relations have been defined in the Video Ontology with standards alignment using general description logic axioms without breaking decidability.
However, the formal description of video events needs more than just spatiotemporal segmentation, namely, rule-based mechanisms. While some OWL 2 axioms correspond to rules, such as class inclusion and property inclusion, some classes can be decomposed as rules, and property chain axioms provide rule-like axioms, there are statements that cannot be expressed in OWL 2. For example, a rule head with two variables cannot be represented as a subclass axiom, and a rule body that contains a class expression cannot be described as a subproperty axiom. To add additional expressivity to OWL 2 DL, ontologies can be extended with rule-based formalisms, such as SWRL rules. Such rules, however, might break decidability. For this reason, the Video Ontology employs DL-safe rules (Motik, Sattler, & Studer, 2005) wherever possible by restricting rule variables to asserted individuals. In the Video Ontology, SWRL rules are only used to formalize complex video events, which are suitable for, among other things, recognizing violent scenes for automated age rating and finding a particular type of video event in different movies to provide customized movie recommendations.
Evaluation
The integrity of the Video Ontology was confirmed using industry-leading reasoners, namely The low-level video descriptions were aimed at capturing both visual (dominant color of scenes, camera motion) and audio features (loudness, harmonic-noise ratio, silence), as well as automatically detectable video file characteristics (video frame rate, audio sampling rate). The high-level descriptions covered the semantics of 50 concepts, such as man, horse, stone, tree, building, car, etc., and action-describing roles such as 'is looking at,' 'is talking to,' and 'is holding.' The administrative metadata included concepts such as director, country, writer, and scene, and roles such as 'based on,' 'written by,' 'filmed at,' 'directed by,' and 'narrated by.' The spatiotemporal annotation considered temporal segmentation, ROI, duration, and scene transitions.
To compare the performance of the aforementioned ontologies, the ratio of captured and intended semantics has been calculated as follows. The list of all concepts and roles have been enumerated per category, and the number of represented concepts and roles have been divided by the total number of concepts and roles (see Table 5 ).
During the evaluation, for each concept and role which could be captured using a particular ontology, the number of successfully captured terms has been increased by 1. Only accurate semantics were considered, making the presence of a term in an ontology a necessary but not sufficient requirement. For example, COMM incorrectly defines several MPEG-7 properties as classes, such as comm:dominant-color-descriptor and comm:edge-histogram-descriptor, which prevents it from capturing the corresponding property values, because classes can have subclasses or individuals only, but not datatype values. In contrast, the Video Ontology integrates correct MPEG-7 property definitions.
While there are several multimedia ontologies that can be used for describing administrative metadata, there are huge differences in terms of precision, specificity, and the availability of constraint definitions. The evaluation clearly indicates that currently the Video Ontology is the only purposefully designed video ontology for spatiotemporal annotation, and is aligned with the de facto standard SWRL Temporal Ontology. As a result, none of the other ontologies could compete with the Video Ontology when annotating moving ROI and video positions, as reflected in Table 5 .
To demonstrate the spatiotemporal annotation capabilities of the Video Ontology, one of the video scenes of the evaluation is briefly presented here, which is a video scene of a medical procedure, namely, Nd:YAG 20 laser vitreolysis. This procedure is used to treat bothersome vitreous opacities, which negatively affect the quality of life (Shah & Heier, 2017) . The selected scene was described using spatiotemporal segmentation, which involved the annotation of the region of interest, i.e., an eye floater, as a moving region, and the description of the medical video scene and the concept depicted in the scene. By using standard Media Fragment URIs, 21 the spatiotemporal segmentation was performed by specifying the positions in Normal Play Time format (as defined in RFC 2326), 22 and the ROI was represented by its minimum bounding box, as shown in Figure 2 . This scene was described in Turtle as follows: Among the eight ontologies in the comparison, only the Video Ontology could identify the video from which this scene was derived, not to mention the relationship between the video and its spatiotemporal segment that depicts the ROI. Note that highly specialized domain knowledge have been captured using other ontologies as usual, although these were used the same way for all the ontologies in the evaluation, therefore they did not affect the outcome of the comparison. The formal definition of the medical term used in this video scene description was retrieved from SNOMED CT and DBpedia. To maximize interoperability, terms of the MPEG-7 Ontology 23 and the SWRL Temporal Ontology were reused for spatiotemporal segmentation, and XSD for datatype declarations. Based on the formal descriptions, new statements have been inferred using the RDFS reasoning rules (Hayes, 2014) , the Ter Horst reasoning rules (Ter Horst, 2005) , and the OWL reasoning rules (Calvanese et al., 2012) . Using the formalism outlined above, the YAG laser vitreolysis scene has been identified, and the complex video event successfully recognized via reasoning.
Conclusions and future work
The majority of upper and domain ontologies introduced for representing multimedia contents in the last decade and a half, with or without MPEG-7 alignment, lack complex role inclusion axioms and rule-based definitions of common video events, and are limited to highly specific terminological and assertional knowledge. For this reason, most of these formalisms are actually controlled vocabularies or taxonomies only, and not fully featured ontologies, hence they are not suitable for advanced multimedia reasoning. To address the above issues, concepts, roles, individuals, and relationships of professional video production, video timeline structure, and common video events have been formally modeled using SROIQ (D) , one of the most expressive decidable DLs, and implemented in OWL 2. The resulting ontology, the Video Ontology (VidOnt), features a vocabulary that has been aligned with standards such as MPEG-7, EBU CCDM, and Dublin Core, and defines concepts in a novel taxonomical structure. This helps the implementation of de facto standard ontologies for video scene interpretation, and provides core terms not defined by any other multimedia ontology. To push the expressivity boundaries of its logical underpinning, the Video Ontology employs rule-based formalisms, while taking into account the importance of keeping reasoning complexity to a minimum.
The Video Ontology described in this paper is the very first ontology that provides a comprehensive set of machine-interpretable concept definitions and axioms for mainstream and cutting-edge video technologies and standards, such as the 4K UHD video mode and the H.265/MPEG-H HEVC codec. This enables the machine-interpretability of the correlations between video mode and scanning, standard disc releases and video resolution, aspect ratio, maximum frame height, etc. The technical properties defined in the Video Ontology are suitable for describing the services of video streaming aggregators, video sharing portals, and broadcasting, such as arbitrary video streams and video files, e.g., videos on NetFlix, YouTube, and Vimeo, as well as TV programs.
The efficiency and implementation potential of the presented ontology have been evaluated, and the comparison with other multimedia ontologies gave promising results for capturing low-level video features, high-level scene semantics, technical characteristics of video files, administrative metadata, and spatiotemporal annotation.
Beyond straightforward implementations in video scene representation, indexing, and retrieval, the Video Ontology can also be used to improve existing classifications by identifying movie data incorrectly entered in a video database, and prevent incorrect data entries in the future. In fact, using the definitions of the ontology may potentially be used to add a dropdown list of all the possible options in video databases for entering video characteristics. In addition, the ontology is suitable for querying video descriptions and performing high-level video scene interpretation via reasoning.
The optimization and extension of the implemented video event formalism and the definition of further concepts and video event types have been scheduled as a future work.
Notes

